
 

Star Wars R2D2 
October 20, 2020 

 

YARN:  Caron Simply Soft:  White, Party Sparkle Royal Blue (RB),  
Grey Heather (GH), Black 

HOOK: Same size used for your MYP approved beanie 
STITCH GUIDE:   CH Chain    SSS Surface Slip Stitch  SC Single Crochet  HDC Half Double Crochet   
  MC Magic Circle 

SSS in pictures: https://www.supergurumi.com/crochet-surface-slip-stitches 
Video:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YS5qnshNNAs 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

BEANIE 
Note:    If needed, make adjustments to keep the beanie at 6 3/4 -7” from top to brim.  Make sure there is at least 
one row of White and one row of Royal Blue after R17-R20.   

Use the MYP pattern for the striped beanie: https://themagicyarnproject.com/beanies/ 
 

R1-3:     Royal Blue.  Change to White 
R4:         White (one row only).  Change to Royal Blue 
R5-7:     Royal Blue.  Change to White 
R8-16:   White (approximate beanie length 5”).  Change to Royal Blue 
R17-20: Royal Blue (approximate beanie length 6”).  Change to White 
R21:       White (one row only).  Change to Royal Blue 
R22-23: Royal Blue.  Change to White 
R24:       White.  1 SC in each stitch around.  Fasten off and weave in end. 
 

FRONT BAND PLATE 
Using White (or sparkle white) CH 20 
R1:         19 HDC starting in 2nd CH from hook, CH 1, Turn 
R2:  8 HDC, CH 1, Turn 
R3:  8 HDC, CH 1, Turn 
R4:  8 HDC.   
Fasten off and weave in end for gluing or leave long tail for sewing.  Attach in 
center of the Beanie along the top of the Lower Blue Band (this piece takes the 
small gray eye and the large eye plate overlaps its pan-handle/arm). 

FRONT LARGE EYE PLATE 
Using ROYAL BLUE, CH 11 
R1:          10 HDC starting in 2nd CH from hook, CH 1, Turn (10)  
R2:          *10 HDC, CH 4, Turn 
R3:   13 HDC starting in 2nd CH from hook, HDC, CH 1, Turn* 
R4-5:       Repeat * to * (R2-3)   
R6-7:  1 HDC in each of the 1st 10 ST, CH 1, Turn (10) 
R8:  SC around entire emblem 
Fasten off and weave in end for gluing or leave long tail for sewing.  Attach in center of 
the Beanie (on large white section) while overlapping the arm of the White Front Plate.  

LARGE EYE CIRCLE 
Using BLACK, SC 6 in MC 
R2:    2 SC in each stitch (12)  
R3:  *2 SC in 1st stitch, 1 SC in next*  Repeat * to * 5 times (18) 
R4:    *2 SC in 1st stitch, 1 SC in next*  Repeat * to * 8 times (24) 
Fasten off leaving a long tail, attach to Front Eye Plate in upper left, hot glue a  
medium red jewel on upper left side. 

 

https://www.supergurumi.com/crochet-surface-slip-stitches
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YS5qnshNNAs
https://themagicyarnproject.com/beanies/


 

                                                Star Wars R2D2 (cont.)  
                                     
SMALL GREY EYE 
Starting with BLACK, SC 6 in MC 
R2:    2 SC in each stitch (12), Change to Grey Heather  
R3-7:  1 SC in each stitch (12)  
R8:    *2 SC in 1st stitch, 1 SC in next*  Repeat * to * 5 times (18) 
R9:  *2 SC in 1st stitch, 1 SC in next 2*  Repeat * to * 5 times (24) 
Fasten off and weave in end for gluing or leave long tail for sewing.  Attach  
to the square section of the Front Band Plate.  Hot glue a medium red jewel  
in center, pushing it down toward the surface of the Beanie to make the Grey area cup.   
Note: Some testers had to use a smaller hook for this piece to make it fit properly onto 
the white plate. The Grey area will stick out from the beanie with the red gem sitting in the bottom of the cup. 
 
DIVIDERS 

Following the instructions on the linked video or visual 
tutorial, SURFACE SLIP STITCH to create the white dividers 
(vertical lines) along the large blue stripe that’s located 
toward the bottom of the beanie.  See the diagram and 
photos for visual assistance. Working in a counterclockwise 
direction, place the first vertical strip even with the outer 
edge of the left side of the blue eye plate 
Count over 25 Stitches and SSS 
Count over 5 Stitches and SSS  
Count over 3 Stitches and SSS, 
Count over 7 and SSS,  
Count over 8 Stitches and SSS 
Count over 8 stitches and SSS 
Count over 5 stitches and do the final SSS. Counting over 3 
more stitches should take you to the first divider.   
Note:  Keep in mind this assumes a 64-stitch beanie.  If you 
had to adjust stitches to achieve correct beanie size, you will need to adjust count for the dividers.  
 
SMALL COMPUTER CHIPS 
Hot glue 4 small light blue jewels to the Large Blue Block (see red arrow below). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Hot glue larger red or light blue jewel to oblong portion of the Band (see red arrow below). 


